Introduction
We oonaider 3 &aneraljffiecar~Hopf operator (WHO) defined by (1.1) W t* PAjpi where X le assumed to be a Banach space, P,AeL(X) linear p bounded operators on X, P = P a projector,, and A invertible, I.e. A" 1 e l(X). This notion introduced by M. Shinbrot [14..2] comprehends several Glasses of singular operators in the sense of S. ProBSdorf [13] , of. section 2"
A crucial point in WHO theory consists in the equivalence of the "regularity" of W (invertible, IPredholm, ...) to a particular factorization of A « A.,A,,... with certain "factor properties" of A< {e.g. having invariant subspaces PX,...), which «J _ -i yields a "pseudoinverse" of W (in terms of P, Ay A^ ) In the meaning to present the complete solution to the WH equation
The results of this paper were presented during the 3rd Symposium on Integral Equations and Their Applications held at the Teohnioal University of Warsaw, December 3-6, 1984 . Various applications admit the same operator theoretic factorization type due to similar operator algebra structures (symbol calculus), cf. the monographs [5, 13» 7, 11] .
We always shall assume a cross factorization of A (with respect to X and P) to be given, i.e. The author proved [15, 16] 1 PX A croes faotor C splits off the space X twioe into complementary subspaces (1.7) such that (1.8)
are bijective, and the projectors on X^, Yj along the corresponding complements are given by the so-called Ids of C There is not a simple formula like (1.6) for the MPI, since the reverse order law (T 2 T 1 ) + * T|T+ does not hold true in general and even in the case where one factor is invertible. So we need some new formulas for the MPI of a product of operators ( § 3). The representation of W + depends on whether P, p Q , q^ are orthogonal or not ( § 4-6). In the second oase, the orthogonal projectors P', p^, q^ on the ranges of P, p Q , q 1 or a corresponding refactorization of (1.3) have to be found, which involves existence and uniqueness questions for such factorizations ( § 5).
Finally we give some comments about extensions of our results ( § 6). Applications will be discussed in § 2, 4 and 6, which show the practical use of the formulas (4.3-4), ( Systems of singular integral operators lead us to a matrix factorization [11] 
Again, P* = P, C* » C" 1 hold only for r = r Q (orr=IR). ff is Fredholm, but not one-sided invertible in general.
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Soma results about Moore-Penrose inverses
In what follows, X denotes a Hilbert space, L(X) are assumed to be normall? solvable, i.e. R(T) « R(T) etc., and P z denotes the orthogonal projector on a olosed subspaoe ZCX, i.e. P^ • P z holds. Looking for the MPI of a produot of operators we make use of normal faotorlaation 
(where restricted operators have to be continued by zero extension on the orthogonal oomplement). Proof. Proposition 1 implies
Since PC(t2)T1 X -C(T2) is right invertible by T^ and T,
is left invertible by Tg, we obtain P C(T) = P C(PC(T jl,) = (P C(T2) T where V" is given by equation (1.6) for instance.
Proof. This is a direot consequence of Remark. p^ does not mean the orthogonal projector on p^X (whioh is not useful here) but that projector on the orthogonal complement of p X with respect to PX. It oan be shown easily that p^X p^X holds. Furthermore, C is a cross factor with Ids q*,...,P3 instead of P 0 ,...,q.j, of. eqs. (1.4) , (1.9). Now we take into aooount the orthogonal projectors p^, qlj, qp and p^ on four components p Q X, q^X, q Q X and p^X, respectively, as well as the complementary projectors, with respect to PX or QX denoted by p^, q' 2 , q^ and p 2 , respectively. The additional ones are concerned with the operator QC~1Q associated with PCP, cf. Proof.
Obviously, all these operators are selfadjoint (thus orthogonal) projectors). According to the ixipvertibility of the factors on X, PX or QX, respectively, the ranges read Proof. This is a consequence of the last result, Proposition 1, equations (5.1) and (1.6).
Bow we discuss existence and uniqueness questions for oross factorizations with unitary C provided P is orthogonal. Proposition 6. If W = PA| px has a closed range (A be invertible, P 2 = P = P* on a Hilbert space X), Under the same assumptions, there exists a cross faotorization with unitary cross faotor.
Proof. We start with the factorization (5.6) and factorize C by polar decomposition 6. The case of P* 4 P Finally we assume X to be a Hilbert space, P 2 = P, A invertible on X , and a cross factorization A = A_CA + to be given. (and C, indeed) . Results about will be given elsewhere.
